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About This Game

Gameplay: In Nazi2 your goal is to get kills for score. Find weapons, use them to get more score and raise your kill counter.
As you get more kills, the town level will go up.. As the town level get's higher, more enemies will spawn and be harder to kill.

You start with 200 health and will find medpacks around the town. You also have a timer to keep track of your in-game
playtime.

How long will you survive?

---------------------------------------

Nazi 2 Added Features:

- Death Timer: You can now lose the game from the "death timer" if it hits 0.00. Every time you get a kill, time will be added to
the death timer.

- 3 Added Guns: Along with the old guns, we have now added the Welrod, De Lisle Carbine, and the Sten

- Gun nerfs / Buffs: All gun pickups now give you less ammo. Some guns such as the ppsh have been nerfed and others like the
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kar98 have been buffed in dmg

- Buy guns / medpacks: Before you could pickup any gun free of charge. Now each gun pickup cost 100 score and medpacks
cost 200 score
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Title: Nazi 2
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
wraithgames
Publisher:
wraithgames
Release Date: 21 Jul, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: XP, Vista, 7, 8, 10

Processor: Intel Dual-Core 2GHz or AMD Dual-Core 2GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 400 series or AMD Radeon HD 6000 series, 1GB Video Card (Minimum Shader Model 2.0)

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX Compatible Sound Card with latest drivers

English
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okay so i cant use mods everytime I load up some mods and go to the option menu theres no mod menu what do i do, i have the
delux and full version.. A seriously underated game with tight controls and great use of physics. Also I really like games with
grapple mechanics (Umihara Kawase) so I might be a bit biased.. Made me reinstall Freelancer. This DLC is simply awesome
and amazing. It really looks like the real Airbus, be with it flight dynamics or the sounds. I'm loving it. Although the price,
which you could wait until a Sale, and some switches on the Overhead and Pedestal panel does not work. Yet it's still a really
great add-on for flightsims who desire to immerse yourself in a more realistic experience in FSX. I absolutely recommend this
addon. It really worths it.. Doesnt run on modern computers. It will start up then nothing will be clickable. I have tried numerous
fixes and nothing avails. Worst Pixel Puzzles ever. The images are awful. Only buy if you really want at a very good discount.
Even so you will still be disappointed by the images. Overpriced. Regreted buying it on release. So not worth. 3\/10
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the game is just what I wanted to see on Steam, but sadly this one in particular is not optimized enough. Let's start with glitches,
the game has plenty of that, I'm writing this review after a weird glitch froze the level 7 boss screen, so I can die because the
time runs out while the level doesn't scroll and the player is not visible on the screen. This made me choose to return to the main
screen; that is equal to quit the game and start from the beginning since you don't have any option to save your game.

In this game you have a set amount of life and if you lose all of them you have to restart from the beginning. It's not an unfair
idea, you can rush through the game easily enough (at least till level 7, where the glitch occurred): the levels are messy and don't
require you to explore them extensively, because there's nothing missable to collect, only points. Some bosses are cool, some are
not, and definitly for the most part they have non-original pattern of movements and attack, so you can breeze through the levels
and reach level 7 and that fatal glitch easily enough if you are an experienced player.

I'm so angry, the game was very promising, the story and the art style are cute and made me remember those days when I played
this kind of game all day. But the old games were programmed better than this, so that hit detection and level design were not a
nuisance.

I don't want to start to play again, the game overall is cute, even if it's unpolished and very raw (as you expect from a game made
with "game maker" or "multimedia fusion") but I don't want to reach level 7 boss (there are 8 levels total) and risk to encounter
that glitch again. I think I wasted time. great game mechanics
- awesome combat system
- quest system is awesome aswell

- combat wears of quickly and
- archers always die in autocombat
- tedious camera movement
- diplomacy is limited to invading. The comm chatter alone makes this DLC well worth it, especially on sale. It adds a lot more
life to your units to hear feedback now and then. Can't speak for the campaign, yet.. stronk quality as Russia battlegrounds
should be, Lenin would definitely approve this.. Just another building and a outfit to make you look like a clown walking down
the street. Don't buy it even if it's on sale. It should have just been a update or not existing at all. Just another attempt to steal
youre money.. I don't want to oversell it (lol it's free) or hype the game too much like some reviews, but when you remember
this game is in Early Access \/ Alpha and is already THIS polished I can't see why you wouldn't play this free game. FREE,

World of Tanks meets Rocket League buggies - if this tickles your fancy then discover the rest for yourself!

(A short video of my first experience with it) https:\/\/youtu.be\/6NBT9xqximM. It's better than earlier games by Jetdogs
Studios. The graphics are nice and the story is somewhat ok. Only you're in need to use the hint system way to often because the
game lets you totally in the dark what to do next.

But the one big problem is that I couldn't finish it, because it bugs out right before the end, so i don't get the ending sequence,
only a big black screen when I try to leave the labour at the end of the game. I can read about the ending in the ingame
cluebook, but i can't see it.

Sooo ... Thumbs down.. Sadly there is nothing between "Thumbs up" and "Thumbs down".
Here's a short list of pros and cons about the game:

Pro:
- Really good character costumization
- Different guns with different playstyles with each gun (and not the same assault rifle 10 times)
- Very teamplay based
- Fun competitive aspect
- Not Pay2Win!!!!!111!1!11!!!eleven!11 (I'll come to that later)

Con:
- One of the toxiest community you will probably ever see
- Not beginner friendly at all
- New players have to progress in the game and expand their arsenal to actually have a chance against experienced players
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- Anti-Cheat Engine is a joke
- Matchmaking is broken
- "Threat" (basically elo or "skill level") system doesn't work at all (there are tons of people who lose on purpose to play with
lower ranked people)
- Regular server lags (seriously?)
- Cash Shop is way too expensive (at least not pay2win)
- Since it's not Pay2Win, you have to grind all the good\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
One of the biggest misconception about the game is that people say this game is very "Pay2Win".
This isn't actually true, since about 70% of the guns are actually reskins of guns you can actually buy with ingame currency. The
other 30% are guns, you can also buy with "Joker-Tickets" (which is just a pure daily mission grindfest).
Other things you can buy with money in this game, are just pure cosmetics, better cars, more customization options and stuff
like that. Nothing that would actually boost your combat effectiveness.
So it's actually "Pay2GrindLess" or even "Pay2Enjoy" since buying a premium subscription gives you an additional 125% boost
(wtf) to the money you gain after each match.
The only reason I can think of why people say it's pay2win is because they suffer
from\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665matchmaking and get thrown to way more experienced players who are willing to
spend 35 bucks for those awesome weapon reskins.

The idea and the concept are really good and this game WOULD be fun if there wasn't all the issues I listed above.. There are
12 characters. Of the 12, only 3 can deal damage. The rest of the characters are specialized roles unable to deal damage. And all
characters can be attacked, there's no hiding support characters off the main road to keep them out of harm's way. For example,
within the cleric family, each character can cast only one type of buff (haste, heal, or strengthen) and cannot attack. Same with
archers: the main archer can deal damage, but the slowing archer and poison archer can only add their effect. Since characters
can only perform their one narrow role, buffs\/support eat up more resources than they're worth.

Each character can be upgraded twice and twice only. And upgrades are done between levels. So in the beginning of each level,
the characters overwhelm each wave easily, but by the third or fourth wave (of five), tables are turned and its the level three
heroes who are easily overpowered.

For each role-character, there is an enemy counter. For example, within the warrior family there is a tank that can absorb but
not damage. You can out a tank right on the path, but enemies can leave the path to go around the tank, and some enemies can
go through the tank, and there are suicide bombers who can blow up multiple tanks in one hit. And even regular enemies can
wear down tanks if the tanks aren't complimented with archers or warriors, because the tanks don't deal damage.

And all this wouldn't be so bad if the charaters could be instructed. For example, archers, focus on suicide bombers, or
something like that. But everyone just focus on the most forward enemy.

This would be n uninspired flash game on kongregate or armor games or something. But on Steam? For five dollars?!? Pass, my
friends. Pass.
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